WHAO Spring Fling  
May 13 & 14, 2016  
Henderson Arena, Jackson, Ohio

Friday, May 13, 1:00 P.M. 
1. Model, 2 years & over  
2. Walking Weanling & Yearling  
3. Lite Shod Pleasure, 2 Year Old, N/C, O/T  
4. Easy Gaited AOT, O/T, N/C  
5. Country Pleasure, Keg Shod, 4 & Under O/T, N/C  
6. Classic Plantation Pleasure, & Under, N/C, O/T  
7. Trail Pleasure Amateur, 4 & Under, O/T, N/C  
5 minute break  
8. Park Pleasure Western N/C  
9. Trail Pleasure Amateur, Novice Rider O/T, N/C  
   (Not to Have Won a Blue in the Last 3 Years in this Division)  
10. Easy Gaited Western N/C  
11. Lite Shod Pleasure Western N/C  
12. Trail Pleasure Western AOT N/C  
13. Country Pleasure, Keg Shod, Western N/C  
14. Local Pleasure (Local Area Entrants) O/T, N/C  
15. Trail Pleasure Amateur, Western N/C  
16. Trail Pleasure Racking, O/T, N/C  
17. Trail Pleasure Amateur Western Canter  
18. Country Pleasure AOT, Keg Shod, O/T, N/C  
5 minute break  
19. Trail Pleasure Amateur Western Championship N/C  
20. Liteshod Western Championship N/C

Friday Evening, Not before 6:30 PM  
21. Trail Pleasure, Open, 2 Year Old, O/T, N/C  
22. Classic Plantation Pleasure, Open, O/T  
23. Walking Horse Show Pleasure Open, N/C  
24. Trail Pleasure Amateur, 50 & Over, N/C  
25. Easy Gait Amature O/T, N/C  
26. Walking Horse Amateur Mare & Geldings N/C  
27. Liteshod Amateur, Novice Rider N/C, O/T  
   (Not to Have Won A Blue in The last 3 Years in this Division)  
28. Lite Shod Pleasure, Amateur, Canter  
29. Walking Horse 4 years Old Amateur N/C  
30. Lite Shod 4 Years & Under N/C, O/T  
31. Park Pleasure English Open N/C  
32. Walking Horse Open, N/C  
33. Walking Horse Amateur 2 Years Old N/C  
34. Lite Shod Pleasure English Open, N/C  
35. Walking Horse Amateur 50 & Over N/C  
36. Country Pleasure, Keg Shod, English N/C  
37. Walking Horse Amateur 3 Years Old N/C  
38. Lite Shod Pleasure Amateur, English N/C  
39. Park Performance, Open, N/C  
40. Trail Pleasure English Amateur N/C  
41. Walking Horse* Amateur Stallions N/C  

Saturday, May 14, 12:00 p.m. Noon  
**Stick Horse Championship Riders 6 & Under**  
42. Spotted Saddle Horse & Under, Trail Pleasure, N/C  
43. Riders 11 & Under, Tr.PI, Country PI, Easy Gait, O/T, N/C  
44. Lite Shod Pleasure Amateur WHAC/MOWHA  
   Members N/C, O/T  
45. Country Pleasure, Keg Shod, 17 & Under O/T, N/C  
46. Trail Pleasure English AOT N/C  
47. Easy Gaited Youth O/T, N/C  
48. Lite Shod Pleasure 3 Years & Under N/C, O/T  
49. Park Pleasure English Amateur N/C  
50. Trail Pleasur Amateur WHAC/MOWHA Members N/C, O/T  
51. Spotted Saddle Horse 17 & Under, Trail Pleasure, N/C  
52. Easy Gaited English, N/C  
53. Lite Shod Pleasure 17 & Under, N/C, O/T  
5 minute break  
54. Country Pleasure, Keg Shod, WHAC/MOWHA members N/C, O/T  
55. Lite Shod Pleasure, Amateur 50 & Over N/C, O/T  
56. Classic Plantation Pleasure Amateur, N/C  
57. Trail Pleasure Open, 4 Years & Under O/T, N/C  
58. Walking Horse Youth 17 & Under N/C  
59. Spotted Saddle Horse, Traditional Trail Pleasure, N/C  
60. Lite Shod Pls & Under Amateur N/C, O/T  
61. Pleasure Racking, O/T, N/C  
62. Trail Pleasure 17 & Under N/C, O/T  
63. Lite Shod Pleasure AOT N/C, O/T  
64. Park Pleasure 17 & Under N/C, O/T  
65. Riders 11 & Under, Lite Shod, Classic Plantation, Park Pleasure N/C, O/T  
66. Double Rider Pleasure Class O/T, N/C  

Minimum One Hour Break

Saturday Evening Not before 7:00 PM  
67. Pleasure Driving  
68. Leadline Championship Riders 10 & Under  
69. Park Performance Amateur, N/C  
70. Youth Equitation N/C  
71. Lite Shod Pls English Amateur Championship, N/C  
72. Walking Horse 2 Years Old Open, N/C  
73. Trail Pleasure Amateur English Championship, N/C  
74. Walking Horse 3 Years Old Open, N/C  
75. Country Pleasure Keg Shod Championship, O/T, N/C  
76. Walking Horse Amateur Championship, N/C  
77. Classic Plantation Pleasure Championship, O/T, N/C  
78. Walking Horse 3 Years Old N/C  
79. Lite Shod Pleasure Open-Canter, O/T  
80. Spotted Saddle Horse, Trail Pleasure, N/C  
81. Park Pleasure Championship O/T, N/C  
82. Country Pleasure Racking, O/T, N/C  
83. Walking Horse Amateur Show Pleasure-No Canter  
84. Lite Shod Pleasure English Open Championship N/C  
85. Walking Horse Open Specialty Stake

ENTRY FEES:
Classes 19,20,71,73,75,76,77,81,84
Entry fee $50.00  
Payback: $60, 50, 40, 25, R.R, R.R.
Class 85: Entry fee $75.00
Payback: $100, 75, 50, 25, R.R, R.R.
Classes: 14, 43, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70.
Entry fee: $20.00  
Paybacks: Ribbon Only

All Other Classes:
Entry Fee: $35.00  
Paybacks: $40, $25, $15, 10, R.R,
*All Country Pleasure Classes are Keg Shod  
*Park Pleasure Classes Allow tungsten Shoes  
*Classic Plantation Pleasure Classes are Steel Shoes Only  
*Lite Shod Classes are Steel Shoes Only  
*Easy Gait Classes, 1"x3/8" and under Steel Shoe
All Horses Must Pay:
  Grounds Fee: $10.00/day  
  Stall Fee: $25.00 With One Bag of Shavings  
  Office Fee: $10.00  
  Camper Fee: $65.00.
  Reserve camper spaces when making stall reservations

Show Manager: Pat Stou  
Information & Stall Manager: Sherrie Szucs  
ohiowalkers@gmail.com (419) 483-2563-barn  
(419) 483-4389-home  
srsrwalk@gmail.com

*Affiliations: KYHIO, Inter-County Asso., Inter-State Asso., SShak, Eastern Ky. Walking and Racking Asso., Avrha
*All Classes are English Tack unless designated western or O/T (English or Western). N/C (No Canter)  
*Persons on federal disqualification cannot transport horses to this show and can be only spectators.